TRUST-BASED RELATIONAL INTERVENTION® (TBRI)

WHAT IS TBRI®?

TBRI® is an attachment-based, trauma-informed intervention that is designed to meet the complex needs of vulnerable children. TBRI® uses Empowering Principles to address physical needs, Connecting Principles for attachment needs, and Correcting Principles to disarm fear-based behaviors. While the intervention is based on years of attachment, sensory processing, and neuroscience research, the heartbeat of TBRI® is connection.

HOW CAN TBRI® FRIDAYS HELP ME/MY ORGANIZATION?

Because TBRI® Fridays trainings are offered on a monthly basis, individuals and organizations have a cost-effective opportunity to build your TBRI® knowledge and skills. TBRI® Fridays trainings will alternate between a TBRI® Intro and Overview and a “deep dive” into one of the TBRI® Principles. After attending an Intro and Overview, participants are eligible to attend any of the “deep dives” into Connecting, Empowering, and Correcting Principles.

With this reliable, consistent schedule, you can plan professional training opportunities for your organization, ensuring you maintain a TBRI®-trained workforce.

WHAT IS TBRI® FRIDAYS?

TBRI® Fridays is a statewide strategy designed to elevate the level of care children across Louisiana receive by providing regular, consistent TBRI® training to DCFS, foster parents, service providers, and community partners.

LEARN MORE: CROSSROADSNOLA.ORG/TBRI-FRIDAYS

Sign up to receive email updates, and find information about specific training locations. FREE tickets for Child Welfare System Involved Parents (Foster, Birth, Adoptive) and DCFS Staff $15 for General Admission

GOT QUESTIONS? Email us at training@crossroadsnola.org or call 504-482-9135.

ALL 9 DCFS REGIONS

TBRI® Fridays Trainings are currently available in Orleans, Covington, Baton Rouge, Thibodaux, Lafayette, Alexandria, and Shreveport regions.

Coming to Lake Charles and Monroe in late 2019!